
MOBILE PHONE LIFE CYCLE

Life Cycle of a Cell Phone. Cell Phones are only used for an average of 18 months before being replacedâ€”even
though they can function for much longer. 3 .

To download or purchase the report, or for more information, visit CTA. According to ILO, 80 per cent of the
e-waste from developed countries ends up in developing countries such as Ghana, Nigeria, India, and China.
Ecycling grows: Industry has responded to the need to increase recycling rates. Hand-Held Hunt Whether at
school, home, or out running errands, people use hand-held electronic devices everywhere they go. Old or
broken consoles and players can also be reused or recycled when no longer wanted. Just as living things are
born, get older, and die, products also complete a life cycle. Reuse gives people, who could not oth- erwise
afford them, free or reduced cost Plus, it extends the useful lifetime of a phone. When an outside source of
electricity such as an outlet is applied, chemical reactions between the elec- trodes and the electrolytes cause
an electric current to flow, giving batteries their "juice" or power. While packaging protects products from
dam- age, identifies contents, and provides informa- tion, excessive or decorative packaging can be wasteful.
Cell phones have a lot of the same parts as hand-held video game consoles and portable CD players, including
speakers, circuit boards, and LCDs. Case: the plastic housing that contains all the other components 2. Related
This entry was posted in economics and tagged business , products. Stakeholder Engagement Life Cycle of
Mobile Phones Mobile phones have become one of the more unsustainable consumer goods. Find answers to
these questions, and turn your results into a graph or chart. Recycling or re-manufacturing products also
reduces the amount of new materials that have to be extracted from the earth. For example, products that are
only used once create more waste than prod- ucts that are used again and again. Under this system,
manufacturers accept used cell phones and accessories dispose of them using systems designed to handle the
specific types of waste cell phones produce. Always comparison-shop to be sure you get the service and phone
that's right for you. Li-Ion bat- teries use lithium metallic oxide and carbon- based materials, all mined from
the earth. There were no mobile phones, no one ever answered the telephone shared by the whole corridor
There was definitely no facebook and very few had email. You can help minimize your environ- mental
impact of using a cell phone by: Materials extraction ell phone is made up of many materials. Source: World
Bank data Mobile phones look to have the classic product life cycle of introduction, growth and maturity.
Add-on services will drive growth: With the gradual slowing of device shipments, the development of creative
add-ons including insurance, warranty, repair, security and storage will develop to generate revenue. Some
facilities will recycle. The manuiacturing process can also produce pollution, Many products require the use of
packaging as well, to prevent spoilage, damage, contamination, and tampering. Take-Back Programs Many
cell phone manufacturers and service providers offer a "take-back" pro- gram. When I was at university in the
s, if you wanted to meet up with a friend, you would generally go and knock on their door. This means tha
switching cell phone companies can mean having to purchase a new phone. Here are a few things to consider:
Hardware and Software Smartphones today are slim and lightweight, yet are more robust than ever before.
Mobile phone subscriptions in UK. Items :antto! The weight of the typical cell phone dropped from 


